Practical applications


Resources already attached.


Cross curricular:

Biology – What are farmed salmon? How do they differ from wild Pacific salmon?

Mathematics – Calculate a cost-benefit analysis of salmon farming on various actors , various locales, and under various salmon farming conditions.

Economics – Who benefits from salmon faming? Is anyone adversely affected? How about First Nations?

English – Write an essay on salmon farming and First Nations.

Environmental studies – Does salmon farming impact the environment? If so, how? Can possible negative impacts be solved or lessened? If there are environmental effects, how do these impact First Nations?

First Nations – What does salmon farming mean for various First Nations?

Geography – Where are salmon farms located? Do the locations impact First Nations?

Language – Many First Nation languages are extinct and endangered. Salmon form a distinct link with |First Nations lifeways and culture. I included Hul'q'umi'num' words for the five major Pacific salmon species to illustrate another cross-cultural direction this project might take.

Home economics – Are there nutritional and health differences in consuming farmed salmon versus wild salmon?

Social studies – Who are the stakeholders potentially impacted by salmon farming? How might they be impacted?

Social justice – If anyone, to who do the seas belong? Does any industry have a right to set up an operation in the seas that does not take into account First Nations views?

Law – What does law say about First Nations rights to govern the seas and salmon farming in the seas?

Inclusion inquiry question: Does salmon farming impact on First Nations and their relationship to salmon?




Reflection

First Nations students generally comprise a minority in classrooms today, Historically, First Nations culture, knowledge, and views have been marginalized. I wanted to do a grander project and look at salmon and First Nations, but I realized that since I was working alone that I needed to narrow my focus down. Therefore, I focused on salmon farming and First Nations. This project seeks to address the marginalization of First Nation peoples by having all students – not just First Nation students – examine how a recent industry in BC might affect the ancient relationship that First Nations have with salmon. 

I believe that I have thus addressed the inclusion of a marginalized group in society: First Nations. To me this is very important because I believe that there are many outstanding legal and ethical issues about the treatment of Original Peoples by the colonizers and dispossessers of First Nations territory. For example, under contemporary international law there is no statute of limitations on war crimes. The dispossession of the First Nations is undisputable. Some argue that the current generation of non-Indigenous society cannot be held accountable for the crimes of their ancestors. I agree. But I do not believe that the current generation has the right to ownership of that which was stolen. 

Salmon is a resource that has sustained coastal and inland First Nation peoples for centuries. The Fraser River sockeye run has been estimated once to have numbered 100 million fish. The current run was initially projected to be 10 million fish, but has now been inexplicably revised down to less than 2 million fish. Some people blame the susceptibility of seaward migrating sockeye smolts to the sea lice from salmon farms along their migration for this crash.

I do not have a laptop, so I printed out my powerpoint presentation (uploaded to the curric website) and presented it poster style on the last day. I sought to illustrate how this topic is cross curricular and that it touches on the wider society as well as First Nations. Thus, this project has relevance for every student, and it could be developed into across classes. Moreover, the project can be adapted to the grade level of the students.

I appreciate the opportunity to upload the project online because it allowed me to include some powerpoint, videos (from various perspectives), maps, as well as a list of refernces.

I tried to keep the project as neutral as possible in developing questions, and I tried not to pose too many questions as I think it is very important for students to develop their own questions and go where these questions might lead them. Also, broad, open questions allow students to research, discuss, analyze, and formulate their own conclusions, thus this fosters critical thinking skills.

This was my goal: to take a contemporary issue, provide some stimulating information using various media (thus taking into account different learning styles), and ask students to consider how a marginalized sector of Canadian society is affected (I feel this social justice component is the most important part of the project, as I agree with famed physicist and humanist Albert Einstein on the “foremost task of education”: “The most important human endeavor is the striving for morality in our actions. Our inner balance and even our very existence depend on it. Our morality in our actions can give beauty and dignity to life. To make this a living force and bring it to clear consciousness is perhaps the foremost task of education .”), and develop critical thinking skills.

To me this captures the heart, attachment, and inclusiveness teachers want to foster in their classroom.


